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1. MANY OF YOU WHO ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE ECONOMIC
   SENSITIVITY AND THEREFORE AWARE OF THE SENSITIVITY
   THAT HAS TRADITIONALLY SURROUNDED A MENTION OF THE TERM SECURITY,
   OR EVEN WORSE, IN THE CONTEXT OF THE COMMUNITY, MAY HAVE BEEN SURPRISED THAT I
   SHOULD CHOOSE SUCH AN ISSUE AS THE SUBJECT OF MY TALK TODAY. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT IT
   IS NOT TO BE PROVOCATIVE OR TO DOWNPLAY THE VERY SERIOUS SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES THAT
   FACE THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, BUT BECAUSE AT THIS MOMENT IN TIME CURRENT TENSIONS BETWEEN
   THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE POINT URGENTLY TO THE NEED FOR THE COMMUNITY TO BEGIN
   TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY THAT IT HAS LONG AVOIDED. IN OTHER WORDS, THE SITUATION DEMANDS THAT
   EUROPEANS BEGIN TO DEVELOP A COMMON AND A MORE INDEPENDENT APPROACH TO THE
   REQUIREMENTS OF WESTERN SECURITY.

IF I REFRAIN
If I refrain from describing United States - European relations as being in a state of crisis it is because that term does not adequately describe the dynamic that is currently at work. The word crisis suggests the possibility of sudden and dramatic change - however, I believe that the problems we see today reflect trends which will slowly but irrevocably change the structure of Western security.

It is how that change will take place, how Europe will respond and the role that the community should play that I am concerned with today.

Looking at the current state of Atlantic relations it is evident that attitudes and perspectives on either side of the alliance are badly out of phase, our objectives and interests no longer run parallel, we no longer see the world in the same way. The phrase that "what unites us is greater than what divides us" has an increasingly hollow ring. However, in order to put the current situation in perspective it is worth remembering that we have been here many times before. The Atlantic relationship has endured several severe jolts and many of the current issues have been around for a long time.

But, it is also worth noting that the reconciliation of past disputes has only been possible because both sides have demonstrated flexibility and a willingness to compromise, and because a degree of diversity has been accepted as inevitable in an alliance.
4. IN AN ALLIANCE OF FIFTEEN SOVEREIGN AND EQUAL NATIONS. UNFORTUNATELY THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT THAT HAS PERMITTED THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE TO RECONCILE DIVERGENT VIEWS, OR TO ACCOMMODATE AN "AGREEMENT TO DISAGREE," HAS CHANGED IN A DRAMATIC FASHION. DEFENSE AND THE ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP HAVE BECOME THE OBJECT OF INTENSE PUBLIC INTEREST AND OF CONSIDERABLE PUBLIC CRITICISM. THE COMBINED EFFECT OF FOREIGN POLICY DISPUTES AND WORSENING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS HAS BEEN TO HARDEN OFFICIAL ATTITUDES AND POSITIONS. UNDER THE GLARE OF PUBLIC SCRUTINY GOVERNMENTS HAVE LOST THEIR ABILITY, AND IN CERTAIN INSTANCES, THEIR WILLINGNESS TO MANEUVER AND TO COMPROMISE IN ORDER TO SECURE AGREEMENT AND ACCOMMODATION.

IN MY VIEW THREE FACTORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE NEW SITUATION IN WHICH WE FIND OURSELVES.

5. WE FIND OURSELVES. FIRSTLY, THE SHEER NUMBER OF DISPUTES THAT AFFECT US - THESE ARE MORE WIDE RANGING AND PROFOUND THAN PREVIOUSLY, AND THE RESULT IS THAT OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM IS IN DANGER OF BEING OVERLOADED.

SECONDLY, THE FACT THAT WE DISAGREE ON AN ISSUE THAT IS FUNDAMENTAL TO THE EXISTENCE OF THE ALLIANCE - THE POLICIES THAT THE WEST SHOULD BE FOLLOWING TOWARDS THE SOVIET UNION. IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR ME TO ANALYSE THE MANY DISPUTES THAT REFLECT THE DIVERGENCE OF VIEW CONCERNING THE SCALE OF THE THREAT AND THE RESPONSE THAT IS REQUIRED, YOU ARE BY NOW FAMILIAR WITH THEM.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO STRESS HERE IS THAT THE IDEOLOGICAL CONVICTION OF THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION HAS EFFECTIVELY POLARIZED A DIVERGENCE WHICH HAS LONG BEEN APPARENT - NOTABLY THE FACT
NOTABLY THE FACT THAT THROUGH GEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY AND HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE THE EUROCPEANS HAVE DEVELOPED CLOSER LINKS TO THE EAST AND THAT THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT CREATED BY THESE LINKS HAS INEVITABLY ALTERED EUROPEAN PERCEPTIONS OF THE SO-CALLED SOVIET CHALLENGE. THIS PROCESS AND ITS CONSEQUENCES HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN EFFECTIVELY OBSCURED AND ACCOMODATED WITHIN THE ALLIANCE FRAMEWORK. WHERE IN THE PAST THERE WERE AMBIGUITIES, WHERE DIFFERENCES WERE LEFT UNEXPLORED, NOW UNDER THE RELENTLESS PRESSURE OF THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION THE LINES OF DIVISION ARE SHARPLY DEFINED.

THE DETERMINATION OF THIS ADMINISTRATION TO IMPOSE ITS WORLD VIEW AND TO EXERT WHAT IT CONSIDERS TO BE EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP, LEAVES LITTLE ROOM FOR COMPROMISE AND ACCOMMODATION. THE LOW TOLERANCE LEVEL FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT SEE THINGS THE SAME WAY MAKES THE RECONCILIATION OF SENSITIVE ISSUES DOUBLY DIFFICULT.

THIS IS, AFTER ALL, THE CRUX OF THE GAS PIPELINE ISSUE - BOTH SIDES CAN RATIONALISE THEIR RESPECTIVE POSITIONS BY REFERENCE TO EVENTS IN POLAND OR AMERICAN GRAIN SALES, BUT THE BASIC ISSUE IN DISPUTE IS MORE FUNDAMENTAL. IT CONCERNS THE EUROPEAN REFUSAL TO ACCEPT THE THESIS PREVALENT IN MANY QUARTERS HERE THAT THE WEST IS IN A STATE OF PERMANENT CONFLICT WITH THE SOVIET UNION, A CONDITION THAT DEMANDS THAT ALL OUR POLICIES ARE COORDINATED WITHIN A STRATEGY AIMED AT CHECKING, COUNTERING, OR UNDERMINING THE SOVIET SYSTEM. TO MOST EUROPEANS THIS APPROACH IS AS UNACCEPTIBLE AS IT IS DANGEROUS.

THE THIRD AND POTENTIALLY MOST SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN THE CHANGED POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT CONCERNS PUBLIC OPINION.
8. On both sides of the Atlantic interest in defence and the Atlantic relationship has increased substantially. Governments now face the unenviable task not only of resolving disputes between themselves but also of regaining the support of their publics, many of whom are disillusioned and frustrated with current policies.

In Europe, the anti-nuclear protest movement has become an established feature of our political life; it represents an influence that no government can afford to ignore, and already it has had a significant impact on Alliance policies. Suddenly, well-established practices and policies are under challenge, suddenly, Alliance policies which in previous years would have been passed unnoticed are under scrutiny. Suddenly, Alliance leaders have realised that public support for defense can no longer be taken for granted. The nuclear debate has brought defense out of the shadows, it is no longer the forgotten child of national policy.

I shall refrain from comparing the freeze movement here and the anti nuclear movement in Europe. I shall only comment that for Europeans the growth of the freeze movement was a reassuring development, because it should have proved to Americans that the thousands of demonstrators in European cities last year were demonstrating out of real concern over nuclear policy, and not because they were intimidated by, or subservient to, or even in the pay of, the Soviet Union.

There is an important lesson to be drawn from the current unrest both here and in Europe over nuclear weapons, and that is that public support for national defense policies can only
POLICIES CAN ONLY BE SUSTAINED IF THE GENERAL PUBLIC CAN IDENTIFY WITH THE OBJECTIVES AND THE MEANS OF THAT POLICY. THE SPECIAL AND TERRIBLE NATURE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS HAS INEVITABLY MADE THE TASK OF EXPLAINING OUR DEFENCE STRATEGY PARTICULARLY DIFFICULT. HOWEVER, THE SUDDEN PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF OUR CURRENT POLICIES HAS MADE THIS TASK DOUBLY URGENT. DEFENCE POLICY IS NO LONGER THE PRESERVE OF A SMALL GROUP OF SPECIALISTS TALKING A LANGUAGE AND LIVING IN A WORLD THAT ONLY THEY UNDERSTAND. IT IS NOW A MATTER OF MASS CONSUMPTION AND PARTICIPATION. WE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SUSTAIN PUBLIC SUPPORT IF WE ALLOW OUR STRATEGY TO BE DOMINATED BY SCENARIOS THAT ARE AT THE EXTREME END OF THE THREAT SPECTRUM AND WHICH HAVE LITTLE RELEVANCE TO POLITICAL REALITY. IF WE ARE TO REGAIN PUBLIC CONFIDENCE, THEN OUR DEFENCE POLICIES MUST BE BASED ON RATIONAL ASSESSMENTS AND SCENARIOS.

SCENARIOS, AND WHICH INVOLVE POLITICAL ASSUMPTIONS THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE POLITICAL EXPERIENCE OF OUR SOCIETIES. JUST AS BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC HAVE EXPERIENCED THE ANTI-NUCLEAR PHENOMENA, SO EQUALLY BOTH SIDES ARE EXPERIENCING THE PROBLEM OF DECLINING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND THE EFFECT THAT LOW OR NEGATIVE GROWTH HAS HAD ON THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR DEFENCE. SINCE THE LATE 1970'S, EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS HAVE CONSISTENTLY REFUSED TO RESPOND TO AMERICAN PRESSURE FOR GREATER EXPENDITURE ON DEFENCE, ARGUING THAT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS RULED OUT FURTHER INCREASES. NOW, AS THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S DEFENCE PROGRAMME BECOME EVIDENT, IT WOULD APPEAR THAT THE UNITED STATES IS ALSO EXPERIENCING THE Restraining HAND OF ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCE. HAVING DETERMINED TO REBUILD AMERICAN MILITARY...
12.
POWER, IT IS EVIDENT THAT EVEN WITH THE
SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN EXPENDITURE CURRENTLY
PLANNED, THE ADMINISTRATION WILL NOT BE ABLE
TO ACHIEVE ALL ITS OBJECTIVES.

HOWEVER, ANY SATISFACTION THAT WE
EUROPEANS MIGHT DERIVE FROM THE SIGHT OF
THIS ADMINISTRATION GRAPPLING WITH WHAT FOR
US HAS BECOME A FAMILIAR DILEMMA OF MATCHING
RESOURCES WITH REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE SHORTLIVED. THE DILEMMA FACING THE REAGAN
ADMINISTRATION WILL CERTAINLY HAVE SERIOUS
IMPLICATIONS FOR US - NOT ONLY WILL IT
INCREASE THE ALREADY SEVERE PRESSURE FOR
EUROPEANS TO DO MORE FOR WESTERN DEFENCE,
BUT IF HARD CHOICES HAVE TO BE MADE WITHIN
THE AMERICAN DEFENCE BUDGET, THEN IN THE
CURRENT POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT PRESSURE WILL
CERTAINLY BE STRONG TO PLACE THESE RESOURCES
IN AREAS OF GREATEST NEED - AND THIS IS
UNLIKELY TO

13.
UNLIKELY TO BE AMERICA’S SO-CALLED “WEALTHY
ALLIES”.

PUBLIC INTEREST HAS ADDED A NEW
DIMENSION TO THE QUESTION OF ALLIANCE
SECURITY, NOT ONLY BECAUSE IT HAS BEGUN TO
CHALLENGE EXISTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT DEFENCE
BUT BECAUSE ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC
PUBLIC OPINION HAS BEGUN TO QUESTION THE
CONTINUING RELEVANCE OF THE ATLANTIC
ALLIANCE. THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF
DIFFERENCES OVER SECURITY, FOREIGN POLICY
AND ECONOMIC POLICY HAS BEEN TO RELEASE, ON
EITHER SIDE, THE STEREOTYPES AND MISPERCEP­
TIONS THAT LURK BENEATH THE SURFACE OF THE
ATLANTIC PARTNERSHIP.

HERE IN THE UNITED STATES, THE LAST
TWO YEARS
14. TWO YEARS HAS SEEN AN ALMOST ENDLESS STREAM OF PUBLIC CRITICISM, AS REPRESENTED IN THE MEDIA AND ON CAPITOL HILL, CONCERNING THE WORTHINESS OF AMERICA'S ALLIES. THE PERCEPTION THAT THE EUROPEANS ENJOY A "FREE RIDE" IN DEFENCE WHILE, AT THE SAME TIME, REFUSING TO SUPPORT THE UNITED STATES IN CRITICAL FOREIGN POLICY INITIATIVES HAS BECOME ALL PERVERSIVE.

THIS IS, OF COURSE, A FAMILIAR REFRAIN. THE IDEA THAT THE AMERICAN COMMITMENT TO NATO IS A "GIFT" THAT THE UNITED STATES MAKES TO EUROPE IS NEVER FAR FROM THE HEART OF ANY AMERICAN CRITICISM OF THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE. AN INTERESTING COMMENT ON THE NATURE OF THE PUBLIC DEBATE HERE HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY THE PRODUCTION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE OF TWO SUCCESSIVE REPORTS ON ALLIANCE BURDEN SHARING. THESE REPORTS HAVE PRESENTED A THOROUGH AND


THIS CRITICAL APPROACH TO THE NATO COMMITMENT WILL INEVITABLY BECOME MORE INTENSE AS AMERICA'S ECONOMIC WORRIES BECOME GREATER AND AS THE NEED FOR CHOICE IN DEFENCE PRIORITIES BECOMES OBVIOUS. AMERICAN
16. 
FRUSTRATION WITH THE ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP IS FURTHER FUELED BY ECONOMIC DISPUTES WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AS THESE REINFORCE THE AMERICAN PERCEPTION OF THE UNBALANCED NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP - IN THE ECONOMIC FIELD THE EUROPEANS ARE TOUGH COMPETITORS WHILE IN THE SECURITY FIELD THEY CONTINUE TO APPEAR AS SUPPLIANTS.

CRITICISM OF ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP HAS ALSO GROWN IN EUROPE, BUT FOR RATHER DIFFERENT REASONS. EUROPEAN PUBLIC OPINION HAS BECOME CRITICAL OF ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP INASMUCH AS IT IS SEEN TO INVOLVE UNACCEPTABLE POLICIES SUCH AS THE CURRENT DEPENDENCE ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS. AS THE NUCLEAR GUARANTOR OF THE ALLIANCE, THE UNITED STATES OBVIOUSLY BECOMES THE CHIEF VILLAIN IN THE ANTI-NUCLEAR DEBATE. BENEATH THIS EUROPEAN CRITICISM, THERE EXISTS A FUNDAMENTAL AND, IN MY VIEW UNJUSTIFIED, RESENTMENT THAT ALLIANCE POLICIES...

17. 
ALLIANCE POLICIES ARE DICTATED BY THE UNITED STATES AND ARE CHIEFLY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE UNITED STATES - HENCE, THE ARGUMENT THAT CURRENT AMERICAN STRATEGY IS DESIGNED TO LIMIT ANY FUTURE CONFLICT TO EUROPEAN TERRITORY. THE COMBINATION OF THIS PERCEPTION AND A CONFRONTATIONAL AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION PROVIDES THE INGREDIENTS FOR THE GENERAL UNREST THAT EXISTS IN EUROPE TODAY.

THE CHALLENGE THAT CONFRONTS WESTERN POLITICAL LEADERS IS TO REBUILD PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN OUR SECURITY FRAMEWORK AND TO DEVELOP A SECURITY POLICY THAT IS RELEVANT TO THE EXPERIENCE AND THE EXPECTATIONS OF OUR PEOPLE, AND CONSISTENT WITH OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES.

BECAUSE OF THE BASIC DIFFERENCES THAT EXIST BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE ON THESE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES, I BELIEVE...
I believe that the solution to this dilemma, both for Europe and for the Alliance, is for Europeans to develop a common approach to the requirements of Western security, an approach that would derive from European assessments and European perspectives.

The development of a more coordinated European approach would have a number of advantages.

Firstly, it would permit Europeans to play a more effective and assertive role within the Alliance. The Alliance will only continue to function if European influence can ensure that Alliance policies take adequate account of European interests.

In this respect, several important issues confront the Alliance whose resolution could be critical in sustaining public support for the Alliance.

Firstly, the question of the role of nuclear weapons in Alliance strategy and the related problem of creating a viable conventional defence posture in Europe.

As a result of the anti-nuclear movement in Europe, there are signs that the Alliance is looking for ways to reduce the reliance on nuclear weapons. Some observers have advocated the adoption of a "no first use" strategy. Others have recommended the reduction of battlefield nuclear weapons in the belief that these systems no longer offer a practical or credible option for NATO. Parallel to this process is a new emphasis on conventional forces. We should avoid rushing to hasty judgements that a conventional
DEFENSE IS NEITHER FEASIBLE NOR AFFORDABLE - WE SHOULD FIRST CONSIDER CAREFULLY WHAT DEGREE OF INSURANCE WE REQUIRE AND THEN EXAMINE THE IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPENDITURE.

Secondly, there is the related issue of arms control negotiations. While we can have little impact on the start negotiations, the INF talks concern us directly. Because of the linkage between modernisation and arms control it is essential that the Alliance / arms control position remains credible. In this sense, while the zero option constituted a useful tactic in the public relations battle, few believe that it represents a realistic outcome. We must remember that there is now a third force at the negotiating table - our public opinion. The credibility of our position rests on us looking beyond the zero option to considering what balance of forces would now be acceptable. Europeans must not be confined to the role of spectators, even closely informed.

SPECTATORS, WE MUST PRESS FOR FLEXIBILITY IN THESE NEGOTIATIONS BECAUSE WITHOUT PROGRESS DEPLOYMENTS WILL BE VERY DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE.

These are but two issues on which Europeans make their voices heard. However, European influence will only be effective if it is united.

A more coherent European approach could have two important consequences in terms of dealing with the question of public opinion. Firstly, it could convince the American public that the Europeans are serious about their own defense and secondly it could generate public support in Europe by demonstrating that European security policy is derived from European assessments and analysis. In this respect, it is interesting to note the virtual absence of a serious anti-nuclear movement in France, where French nuclear weapons are quite clearly for France and France
ALONE.

Finally, if one needs to seek further justification for the emergence of a more assertive and independent Europe, then one need look no further than the question of European dignity and self-respect. It is now time for Europe to adopt a responsibility commensurate with her economic status, time that she should play a more influential role in world affairs, offering to many developing countries such as those of Latin America if not a third way, at least an alternative to the two super powers.

Whatever the desirability of greater European cohesion in security policy, it would be wrong of me to ignore the very real problems that lie in its path. The most obvious of these concerns the grouping of European nations such a development would involve. As the title of my talk indicates, I believe that responsibility for security must eventually be assumed by the 10 of the European Community. In this respect we must build on the progress achieved in European political co-operation. The members of the Community have made considerable progress in harmonizing various aspects of the foreign policies of the individual members. This co-operation provides the basis for the enlargement of Community interest into the field of security, indeed recognition of this necessity has already been signalled by the foreign ministers when they met in London last October, and the Genscher/Columbo initiative contains a similar recommendation. As a measure of how far we have come
WE HAVE COME, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN UNTHINKABLE TEN YEARS AGO THAT A GERMAN FOREIGN MINISTER WOULD HAVE RECOMMENDED A MEETING OF THE DEFENSE MINISTERS OF THE TEN WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF EUROPEAN POLITICAL COOPERATION. THERE ARE OF COURSE STRONG POLITICAL DOUBTS AND HESITATIONS ON THE PARTS OF MANY NATIONAL AUTHORITIES AS TO JUST WHERE THIS PROCESS COULD LEAD. BUT THERE IS ALSO INCREASING SUPPORT AS THE DILEMMA OF OUR EXISTING STRUCTURE BECOMES MORE AND MORE APPARENT.

I REALIZE THAT FOR MANY OF THE PROFESSIONAL EUROPEAN WATCHERS IN THIS AUDIENCE, THESE IDEAS WILL SEEM FANCIFUL AND REMOTE FROM POLITICAL REALITY. HOWEVER, NONE OF US SHOULD UNDERESTIMATE THE PUBLIC PRESSURES THAT ARE BUILDING AND TO WHICH WE AS POLITICIANS MUST RESPOND. IN EUROPE, MOMENTUM IN THE DIRECTION OF WHICH I AM TALKING IS ALREADY DISCERNIBLE, IT HAS BEGUN WITH THE PEACE MOVEMENT AND THEIR EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVES TO OUR EXISTING SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS. INDEED IT IS IRONIC THAT THE PEACE MOVEMENT REPRESENTS THE FIRST ATTEMPT TOWARDS DEVELOPING A COHERENT EUROPEAN APPROACH TO SECURITY. IF MOVEMENT IS DISCERNIBLE ON THE LEFT OF THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM AS A REACTION TO THE EXCESSES OF THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION, IT CAN ALSO BE SEEN ON THE RIGHT WHERE MANY BELIEVE THAT EUROPE SHOULD PREPARE FOR THE DAY WHEN, FRUSTRATED WITH EUROPEAN PASSIVISM, THE UNITED STATES WITHDRAWS ITS TROOPS.

WITHIN THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ITSELF THERE ARE SIGNS OF A DESIRE TO MOVE FORWARD IN THIS DIRECTION. THIS AUTUMN FOR THE FIRST TIME, THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT WILL RECEIVE A REPORT ON EUROPEAN SECURITY FROM A DANISH RAPPORTEUR, NIELS HAAGERUP. I HOPE THAT IN THIS, AND IN OTHER WAYS, WE CAN ENCOURAGE DISCUSSION AND DEBATE OF
AND DEBATE OF A EUROPEAN SECURITY CONCEPT.

IN CONCLUSION LET ME REITERATE MY BELIEF THAT THE CHALLENGES THAT FACE US TODAY, PARTICULARLY THE NEED TO RESPOND TO PUBLIC OPINION, DEMAND A NEW RESPONSE AND NEW INITIATIVES. THE ERA OF BILATERAL RELATIONS WHICH HAS SERVED US FOR THE PAST THIRTY YEARS IS NO LONGER SUFFICIENT TO COPE WITH THE MULTITUDE OF TRANSATLANTIC PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS. WHATEVER THE DOUBTS, WHATEVER THE INSTITUTIONAL DIFFICULTIES, WE IN EUROPE MUST ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY WE HAVE FOR SO LONG IGNORED - THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMON APPROACH TO OUR OWN SECURITY. IN MY VIEW IT IS POSSIBLE TO ESTABLISH A CONSENSUS FOR WESTERN SECURITY BUT ONLY IF THIS POLICY REFLECTS THE POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC NEEDS OF THE SOCIETY IT IS PROTECTING, AND IF ITS MEANS ARE SEEN TO BE PROPORTIONATE TO ITS ENDS. THIS POLICY CAN ONLY BE DEVELOPED FROM WITHIN, IT CANNOT BE IMPOSED FROM THE OUTSIDE.

GREATER EUROPEAN CO-ORDINATION AND COHERENCE OVER SECURITY POLICY IS CONSISTENT WITH THE ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP, INDEED IT COULD GREATLY STRENGTHEN IT. ON THE OTHER HAND THE TRENDS TOWARD SEPARATION ARE VERY EVIDENT, BOTH IN THE NUCLEAR DISCONTENT IN EUROPE AND THE CRIES FOR TROOP WITHDRAWALS HERE. IF WE ARE TO AVERT THIS PROCESS THEN WE MUST ACT NOW.